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About DefendaStrip®

We are DefendaStrip Ltd, proud designers 
and manufacturers of a brilliantly versatile, 
visual and physical deterrent to intruders and 
trespassers. 

Using our experience and background in 
architectural design and town planning, we 
developed a cost effective, quick to install 
plastic anti-climb product. 

This intelligent design can be used across 
many areas and surfaces in a wide range of 
environments whilst minimising the risk of 
serious injury. 

PROTECT.
DETER.

DEFEND.



A safer, smarter solution for protecting 
your assets from trespassers.

Unauthorised access to pipes, buildings and 
all kinds of installations is a chronic menace 
in the commercial and residential sectors.
We understand that our clients are looking for 
an intelligent, flexible and cost-effective 
approach to deterring intruders from their 
premises and assets whilst minimising the 
risk of injury or complaint.  

DefendaStrip® can be used on almost all 
surfaces and spaces. It can be cut precisely 
to fit awkward areas and unlike most other 
intruder deterrents, bends both ways to fit 
both rounded surfaces and corners.  
DefendaStrip® is the perfect choice for 
covering most sized pipes & crossings, walls, 
mechanical plant & equipment, roofs, 
stanchions and fences. It can even be 
embedded into pipe coatings or felt roofing. 

 Strips lock together to form continuous 
runs.

 Can be used with many types of fixings 
– steel banding, nails, screws, 
adhesive, double-sided tape.

 Easy, quick and economical to fit.
 Discreet when fitted in sensitive 

locations.
 Can be manufactured and modified in 

different colours (MOQ required) to 
complement surroundings and to suit 
challenging environments.

 It is UV resistant and can also be 
recycled at the end of its useful life.

  Unlike many metal anti-intruder 
deterrents, DefendaStrip® can be used 
at any height if used with appropriate 
signage. 

 Designed and manufactured in the UK, 
DefendaStrip® is stackable for easy, 
cost-effective storage and distribution.

DefendaStrip® is a brilliantly versatile visual 
and physical deterrent to intruders that can 
be more efficiently deployed than less 
flexible, more expensive metal and plastic 
competitors. The intelligent design features 
defensive cones specially formed to present 
an unstable walking or climbing surface to 
trespassers. 
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